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WHAT IS COVERLAM?
COVERLAM is an innovative product made from natural raw materials with exceptional mechanical and aesthetic properties that surpass those of any conventional tiling material.
COVERLAM is the result of years of research and development. Thanks to the introduction of lamination pressing technology, it is now possible to produce a 1200x3600 Mm,
1620X3240 MM, 1000x3000 Mm, 1200x2600 Mm porcelain tile which may be as little as 3.5mm thick, while still maintaining the mechanical and aesthetic properties characteristic of
porcelain tile. This broadens the scope of porcelain, offering great potential for innovation in the fields of construction and interior design.

LARGE FORMAT

THICKNESS
3,5mm

1620x3240
1000x3000

5,6mm

1200x2600

10,5mm

1200x1200

600x1200

12mm

20mm

CAPRAIA

5,6 MM

1200x2600 MM / 1200x1200 MM / 600x1200 MM

Coverlam has succeeded
in perfectly recreating the
naturalness and elegance
this marble, a highly-valued
marble, while endowing it
with unbeatable technical
features. It is available in 5.6
mm thickness and in large
formats of up to 1200x2600
mm, 1200x1200 mm and
600x1200 mm
Crossing the pure white base,
the abundant veining reveals
tonal changes, ranging from
bluish greys to rusty reddish
shades.
Coverlam Capraia comes
in two finishes, natural and
polished, ideal for decorating
sophisticated spaces in any
interior design or architectural
project.

DISTRITO

3,5 MM
5,6 MM

1000x3000 MM
1200x2600 MM / 1200x1200 MM / 600x1200 MM

The wide range of existing Coverlam products is extended this season with the enticing metallic texture of the Distrito series in in aluminum, corten, zinc, iron and ivory colors. This collection
closely recalls the look of metal sheets that have been exposed to the weather, creating visually rich surfaces.
This ultra-thin (5.6mm and 3.5mm) porcelain collection is available in large format pieces: 1200x2600 mm, 1000x3000 mm, 1200 x1200 mm and 600x1200 mm.

MARFIL

ALUMINIO

ZINC

IRON

CORTEN

DISTRITO

10,5 MM
12 MM

1000x3000 MM
1620x3240 MM
Also available for kitchen countertops in iron, aluminum and
ivory colors. It is available in 1620x3240 mm and 1000x3000
mm formats, and 12mm and 10.5 mm thicknesses.

ICEBERG

5,6 MM

Black and white is the perfect
combination that never fails.
Combined with the purity of
marble, it gives us visually
striking rooms that never go
out of style.
Coverlam
presents
the
Iceberg series: a timeless
yet versatile and elegant
marble that features a white
background crossed by large
black veins, ideal for tiling all
types of surfaces.
With a thickness of 5.6mm
and a polished finish, it is
available in 1200x2600 mm,
1200x1200 mm and 600x1200
mm formats.

1200x2600 MM / 1200x1200 MM / 600x1200 MM

ICEBERG

10,5 MM
12 MM

1000x3000 MM
1620x3240 MM

GRESPANIA has developed a material with highly-resistant finishes, for use as kitchen countertops. It is available in 1620x3240 mm and 1000x3000 mm formats, and 12mm and 10.5 mm
thicknesses. Thanks to its pure colour and smooth finishes—both polished and natural—Coverlam Top Carrara makes an artistic statement in the kitchen area.

PALISANDRO

5,6 MM

1200x2600 MM / 1000x3000 MM / 1200x1200 MM / 600x1200 MM

A design with a sophisticated
touch, the Palisandro series
by Coverlam is filled with
beauty. It responds to
the growing demand for
natural materials that have
character and personality,
but combined with a tonal
continuity that allows it to be
used on large surfaces.
The visually-rich 5.6mm-thick
Palisandro series is available
in 1200x1200 and 600x1200
mm formats. It is also available
in the Palisandro Infinity
version in 1200x2600mm, as
a sequence of four porcelain
slabs, which generate a
continuous
movement
evoking mineral references
to geodes and agates. The
series
is
available
in
polished finish.

ARTIC

10,5 MM
12 MM

1000x3000 MM
1620x3240 MM

The Artic series is the result of the fusion between “ceppo di gre” and emperedor marble, giving rise to an exceptional
visual richness, with nuances of colour that make it an elegant and sophisticated series.
The Artic series reappears in Coverlam Top. Its high-definition, meticulous design can make it the centrepiece of any
kitchen, thus helping to meet the needs of the most demanding architectural projects.
Available in 10.5 mm and 12mm thicknesses and in 1000x3000mm and 1620x3240mm formats.

GRIS

ANTRACITA

CALACATA

10,5 MM
12 MM
20 MM

1000x3000 MM
1620x3240 MM
1600x3200 MM

Coverlam Top Calacata is now available in 20 mm thickness in 1600x3200 mm format. As well as being much more resistant, it is ideal for countertops incorporating different design effects
on the edges.

CAMARGUE

10,5 MM
12 MM

1000x3000 MM
1620x3240 MM
Camarge is the new Coverlam Top series that manages to bring the aesthetic of sandstone into
the kitchen. The Camargue series offers a warm sandstone with a natural finish, ideal for projects
seeking a harmonious simplicity.
It comes in its original colour of Sand, as well as in White, both with a natural finish, 10.5 mm thickness
and 1000x3000 mm format and 12 mm thickness and 1620x3240 mm format.

BLANCO

ARENA

CORINTO

10,5 MM
12 MM

1000x3000 MM
1620x3240 MM

Drawing its inspiration from Apuano marble, a Calacatta marble with a characteristic veining, this material is full of personality. Coverlam’s Corinto series is notable for its three-dimensional
feel, a far cry from flat, simplistic surfaces. Crossing the pure white base, the abundant veining reveals tonal changes, ranging from bluish greys to rusty reddish shades.
As a novelty, the Corinto series will now also be available for kitchen countertops thanks to Coverlam Top.

MOMA

10,5 MM
12 MM

1000x3000 MM
1620x3240 MM
The Moma series reappears
in Coverlam Top for kitchen
countertops. Its cement-look
finish is ideal for the most
casual interiors, providing
colour and texture without
overloading the space.

GRIS

ARENA
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